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In order to investigate the impact of green energy technology on the

environmental sustainability of China, take the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region

as an example, this paper first calculates the per capita ecological footprint (ef),

ecological carrying capacity (ec) and ecological deficit (ed) of China and Beijing-

Tianjin-Hebei region from 1990 to 2019 by using the ecological footprint (EF)

model, and then uses an expanded STIRPAT model and Partial Least Squares

(PLS) regression to explore the impact and importance of green energy

technology on EF in China and Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region. It is found that

the ec of China and Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region is much lower than that of the

ef from 1990 to 2019. It is always in the state of ecological deficit, and the

sustainable development is faced with severe challenges. Progress in green

energy technology can significantly reduce the EF of China and Beijing-Tianjin-

Hebei region. The importance of each factor on the EF of China and Beijing-

Tianjin-Hebei region is different. The degree of dependence on foreign trade

and urbanization rate are important influencing factors of Beijing’s EF.

Urbanization rate, per capita GDP, population size, energy consumption per

unit GDP and built-up area are the important influencing factors of EF in Tianjin

and Hebei. Therefore, to reduce the EF of Beijing, Tianjin and Hebei, it is

necessary to accelerate the progress of green energy technology, develop

compact ecological city and change people’s consumption patterns.
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1 Introduction

The sustainable development of human beings depends on the stable natural

ecosystem, which is the basic source of human goods and services. With the rapid

development of the social economy, the speed of human consumption of resources has

exceeded the earth’s renewable capacity, causing great pressure on the earth, and it is

increasingly difficult to maintain human demand for resources in the future. How to

achieve coordinated economic, social and environmental development has become the

core of the global sustainable development goals.
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Since the reform and opening-up, China’s economy has

experienced sustained rapid growth, which has not only

improved people’s material living standards, but also caused

serious waste of resources and pollution of the environment.

Sustainable development faces serious challenges. At present, the

construction of ecological civilization has become a national

strategy. However, China has a vast territory, the natural

resources endowment and the level of social and economic

development vary greatly among different regions. As the

“capital economic circle” of China, Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei

region suffers from water shortage, relatively dense

population, and severe smog. In the process of sustained

economic development, rapid industrialization and

urbanization, the pressure on resources and environment is

gradually increasing. As one of the national development

strategies, the coordinated development of Beijing-Tianjin-

Hebei is the need of building regional ecological civilization

and promoting the coordination of population, economy,

resources and environment. More attention should be paid to

the concept of green development in regional coordinated

development, especially the relationship between production,

life and ecological environment protection. Therefore, it is

necessary for us to recognize and evaluate the degree of

sustainable development and its influencing factors in Beijing-

Tianjin-Hebei region, so as to take corresponding

countermeasures to improve its environmental sustainability.

As an effective tool for evaluating regional sustainable

development, EF is widely concerned by the government and

academia (Wackernagel et al., 2004; Graymore et al., 2010). First

proposed by Rees. (1992), the EF is defined as the total area of

ecologically productive land needed to produce the resources

consumed by a certain population or absorb waste. It evaluates

the impact of human beings on the ecosystems by measuring the

amount of nature used by human beings to maintain their

survival. Wackernagel et al. (1999) improves the EF model by

introducing the concept of ecological carrying capacity, and

defines the total area of ecologically productive land that

could be provided as the ecological carrying capacity. By

comparing the gap between supply and demand, namely,

ecological carrying capacity and EF, the sustainable

development of a region can be quantitatively assessed in

order to make scientific planning and recommendations for

human survival and socio-economic development in the

future. Chu et al. (2017) calculates the EF of Beijing, Tianjin,

and Hebei, and finds that their development patterns are not

sustainable to a certain extent and there are ecological security

problems. Therefore, it is urgent to make an in-depth analysis of

the evolution of EF and its main influencing factors in the

Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, so as to take measures to

alleviate its ecological pressure.

Green energy technology is an important influencing factor

of EF, it is a technology that follows the ecological principle and

the law of ecological economy, saves resources and energy, and

eliminates or reduces the pressure of ecological environment. It

includes hydro, bio-energy, solar energy, wind energy,

geothermal energy, marine energy, natural gas and nuclear

energy and other technologies. The progress of green energy

technology will greatly promote the consumption of renewable

energy and the clean and efficient use of fossil energy, thus

reducing the EF. Therefore, this paper attempts to verify the

impact of green energy technology on the sustainable

development.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: in section 2, a

relevant literature review and research contributions are

introduced. In section 3, the methodology and data are

described. Section 4 shows the changing trend of EF and

empirical results. Section 5 draws the conclusions and policy

recommendations.

2 Literature review

The development of human society has accelerated the

consumption of natural resources. How to evaluate the

utilization of natural resources by human society has become

a hot issue among scholars. Wackernagel et al. (1997) calculates

the EF systematically for the first time, puts forward the

framework of EF evaluation on national and global scale, and

calculates the EF of 52 countries. Haberl et al. (2004) compares

the two aggregate measures to assess human societies’ draw on

nature, the human appropriation of net primary production

(HANPP) and the EF. HANPP maps the intensity of societal

use to ecosystems in a spatially explicit manner. EF appraises the

total ecologically productive area needed to sustain a defined

society’s activities. EF accounting method has become a common

method for scholars to study the utilization of natural resources.

Borucke et al. (2013) measures the ecological carrying capacity of

five different land using the National Footprint Accounts (NFA),

which apply to more than 200 countries, combining yield factor

and equivalent factor, the EF and ecological carrying capacity of

each country were estimated. Later, some scholars take solar

energy value as the basic accounting unit and establish an

improved energy value EF model (Liu et al., 2022), but the

standard of energy value density of this model was different,

the uncertainty of calculation reduces the credibility of the

evaluation results.

In addition to EF, there are water footprint and carbon

footprint calculation methods, which are widely used in water

resources research (Wang et al., 2020; Jing et al., 2022) and

carbon emission analysis (Gao et al., 2022). Yu et al. (2022a) uses

an economic input-output life cycle assessment (EIOLCA)model

to quantify the gray water footprint of 22 sectors in Fujian

Province, China. Yu et al. (2022b) compares household

carbon footprints of China and Japan from 1997 to 2018.

Because the pressures that create complex environmental

problems come from all sides, scholars have also provided
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assessments of environmental issues. Wu et al. (2021) defines a

planetary boundary-based environmental footprint family

framework, and uses bibliometrics method to draw the

research progress of individual footprint. In addition, EF is

also used in urban freight (Muñuzuri et al., 2010), agriculture

(Dai et al., 2022) and tourism (Lin et al., 2018; Mancini et al.,

2022). From the scope of the study, Hu et al. (2016), Xun and Hu.

(2019), Li et al. (2022), Wu and Bai. (2022) and Sarkodie. (2021)

study the EF on regional, national and global scales, which

provide academic reference for understanding the natural

resources utilization of each country and region.

About the influencing factors of EF, Nathaniel et al. (2021),

Shahzad et al. (2021) shows that economic complexity, economic

growth, energy consumption and natural resource consumption

increase EF, renewable energy decreases EF, and human capital

has not yet reached the desired level to slow down environmental

degradation. The size of the EF is not only related to natural

resources and endowments, but also closely related to natural

resource management, socio-economic, population and

technological factors (Yang et al., 2021a; Liu et al., 2021;

Salman et al., 2022a). Jahanger et al. (2022) not only proves

that natural resource consumption increases EF, but also shows

that globalization and financial development help to suppress

and reduce the EF. Besides, Charfeddine and Mrabet. (2017),

Danish and Wang. (2019) analyze the relationship between

urbanization and EF, the results show that urbanization is

positively correlated with EF, and population, economic

growth and non-renewable energy all increase EF. Li et al.

(2021) studies the impact of built-up area on EF in Urumqi.

In recent years, the impact of technology on EF has become a

focus of research. Sun et al. (2022) studies the impact of green

innovation on environmental sustainability in the top-10

polluted countries. Wang et al. (2022) finds that internet

development mainly achieves green economic growth through

enterprise innovation. Sun and Razzaq. (2022) explores the

asymmetric linkages between green innovation and sustainable

development in 32 OECD countries. Yang et al. (2021b) finds

that the new energy demonstration city policy promotes the

green total factor productivity of resource-based cities through

structural effects, technological innovation effects, and fiscal

support effects. Udemba et al. (2021) investigates the effect of

renewable energy technology budgets on the economic

complexity and EF in G7 countries controlling income and

financial development from 1985 to 2017, the result shows

that renewable energy technology budgets can reduce EF.

Against the previous empirical studies, Caglar et al. (2021a)

take into account the role of information and communication

technologies (ICT) for the first time, investigate the effect of ICT

on the quality of EF of the 10 countries with the most serious

environmental degradation, and finds that ICT have an

important role in improving environmental quality. Sadiq

et al. (2022) investigates the environmental footprint impacts

of nuclear energy consumption in the presence of environmental

technology of the ten largest EF countries from 1990 to 2017.

Usman et al. (2022) finds that nuclear energy consumption and

environmental-related technology have a significant negative

effects on the EF. Eyup and Syed. (2022) explores the role of

energy intensity (technology) in EF under the STIRPAT

framework. Aydin and Turan (2020) explores the impact of

energy intensity on EF for BRICS countries.

Some analytical methods are needed in the study of the

influencing factors. For example, the bootstrap autoregressive

distributed lag bound test (Abid et al., 2022), the logarithmic

mean divisia index method (Dong et al., 2021), the Mann-

Whitney U and the Kruskal-Wallis statistical tests (Kadkhodaei

et al., 2022), the SOR unit root test (Caglar et al., 2021b), the well-

known IPAT identity and the STIRPAT model (York et al., 2003).

Among them, STIRPATmodel is amulti-variable non-linearmodel,

which can be extended to include more indicators to study the

influencing factors, so it is widely used in studies of environmental

impact factors (Zhao et al., 2009; Bargaoui et al., 2014; Jin et al.,

2016). Some studies (Ondrej and Nicholas., 2015; William., 2020;

Xie et al., 2022) use PLS regression to solve the multicollinearity

problem.

In contrast, there is less research on the EF of Beijing-

Tianjin-Hebei region, especially the impact of green energy

technology on the EF. Based on this, this paper attempts to

extend the existing literature. The contributions of this research

are as follows: First, uses the EF model to calculate the ef, ec and

ed of China and Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region from 1990 to 2019,

and the sustainable development level is comprehensively

investigated. Secondly, different from Liu and Lei. (2020), this

paper uses an extended STIRPAT model and combines it with

PLS regression to explore the impact of green energy technology

on the EF, in the case of overcoming the multicollinearity, the

result of the model has higher accuracy and reliability. At the

same time, PLS regression can reflect the importance of each

variable to the EF. Thirdly, as many influencing factors as

possible are selected, including not only green energy

technology, population and economy in the traditional

STIRPAT model, but also the share of contributions of the

secondary and tertiary industry to the increase of GDP,

urbanization rate, the degree of dependence on foreign trade

and built-up area, it can investigate the factors influencing the EF

of China and Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region in a more

comprehensive way, so as to provide countermeasures and

suggestions for improving the sustainable development level of

Beijing, Tianjin and Hebei.

3 Methodology and data description

3.1 Ecological footprint model

Reference Rees. (1992), Wackernagel et al. (1999), Ding and

Li (2011), ecologically productive land is divided into six types:
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Arable land, forest land, grassland, water area, construction land,

and fossil fuel land. After the conversion of different types of land

by equilibrium factors, a comparable hectare area unit, namely

global hectare, can be used instead. The formula of EF is as

follows:

ef � ∑
i
(efi × ri) � ∑

i
∑

j
(Cij

Pij
× ri) (1)

EF � N × ef (2)

Among them, ef is the per capita ecological footprint, i is the

land type, efi is the ef of type i land, ri is the equilibrium factor of

type i land (Reference from: York University Ecological Footprint

Initiative. National Footprint and Biocapacity Accounts,

2022 edition. Produced for the Footprint Data Foundation

and distributed by Global Footprint Network.), j is the

production or consumption item, Cij is the production or

consumption of type i land type j item in the study area, Pij is

the average production of type j item on the type i land per unit

area in China, EF is the total ecological footprint and N is the

total population.

The ec refers to the per capita ecologically productive land

area that the region can provide, and the gap between the ef and

ec is the ed, indicating that the human load in the region exceeds

its ecological capacity. The formula is as follows:

ec � ∑
i
(Si × ri × yi) (3)

ed � ef − ec (4)

Si is the area of type i land in the study area, and yi is the yield

factor of type i land.

3.2 STIRPAT model

The STIRPAT model is a random environmental impact

assessment model and derived from the IPAT equation. The

IPAT equation, which is proposed by Ehrlich and Holdren

(1971), holds that the environment pressure (I), is the result

of the combined effect of population size(P), level of economic

development (A), progress of science and technology (T), the

formula is I � P × A × T. However, IPAT equation is assumed

that each variable has the same proportional effect on the

environmental pressure. Dietz and Rosa (1994) changed the

IPAT model to the STIRPAT model. The formula is:

I � θPβ1 × Aβ2 × Tβ3 × ε (5)

θ is the model constant term, β1, β2, β3 is the coefficient of P,

A, T, ε is the random disturbance term. Because the EF is

influenced by many factors, except for P, A, T, we also select

some other influencing factors as the control variables (Xk),

an extended STIRPAT model based on the STIRPAT model is

constructed as follows:

EFt � θP
β1
t × A

β2
t × T

β3
t × ∏

k

X
γk
kt × εt (6)

To reduce possible heteroscedasticity, log both sides of the

model to get:

lnEFt � ln θ + β1 lnPt + β2 lnAt + β3 lnTt +∑
k
γk lnXkt + ut

(7)

3.3 Partial least squares regression

PLS regression method is a multivariate statistical analysis

method with wide applicability, which has been developed in

recent years in response to practical needs. It is first proposed by

Wold and Albano in 1983. This method has the characteristics of

principal component analysis, canonical correlation analysis and

linear regression analysis, and can effectively solve the problem of

multicollinearity among variables (Wold et al., 1996). Different

from the traditional principal component analysis, PLS

regression is a restructuring of information rather than

eliminating of variables. It mainly considers the correlation

between independent variables and dependent variables in the

extraction of components, and selects the comprehensive

variables that explain the independent variables and

dependent variables best, which not only eliminates the

multicollinearity problem, but also ensures the stability of the

model. The basic process is as follows:

Let there be q dependent variables {y1, y2, . . ., yq} and p

independent variables {x1, x2, . . ., xp}. To study the statistical

relationship between dependent variables and independent

variables, n sample points are observed, and the data tables of

independent variables X = [x1, x2, . . ., xp]n × p and dependent

variables Y = [y1, y2, . . ., yq]n × q are formed. PLS regression

extracts the components T1 and U1 from X and Y, respectively.

To meet the needs of regression analysis, the following

requirements are required: 1) T1 and U1 should carry as

much variation information in their respective data tables as

possible; 2) The correlation between T1 and U1 can reach the

maximum. After the first component is extracted, PLS will

perform the regression of X and T1, Y, and U1, respectively.

If the regression equation achieves satisfactory accuracy, the

algorithm is terminated. Otherwise, residual information after

interpretation of X by T1 and Y by U1 will be used for the second

round of component extraction. This is repeated until a

satisfactory accuracy can be achieved. If m components T1,

T2, . . ., Tm are extracted from X, PLS will perform the

regression of Y and T1, T2, . . ., Tm, and then the regression

equation between Y and the original independent variable x1, x2,

. . ., xp is expressed.

Meanwhile, the Variable Importance in Projection (VIP)

analysis technique is used to explore the importance of each
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influencing factors on the EF (Mehmood et al., 2012), the

calculation formula is as follows:

VIPi �
															
p∑m

h�1Rd(Y; th)w2
hi

Rd(Y; t1,/tm)

√
(8)

VIPi represents the VIP value of the independent variable i, p is

the number of independent variables, m is the number of

principal components extracted, Rd(Y; th) represents the

explanatory ability of axis th to Y, Rd(Y; t1,/tm) represents

the cumulative explanatory ability of axis t1,/tm to Y. whi is the

component i of axis wh. When the VIP value is greater than 1, it

means that the independent variable has an important influence

on the dependent variable; When the VIP value is 0.8-1, it means

that the independent variable has a general influence on the

dependent variable; When the VIP value is lower than 0.8, it

indicates that the influence of the independent variable on the

dependent variable is not important.

3.4 Data description

3.4.1 Data needed to calculate ecological
footprint

In calculating the EF, the items covered by the six land types

are shown in Table 1.

The production or consumption data of each item and the

land area are from the China Statistical Yearbook, Beijing

Statistical Yearbook, Tianjin Statistical Yearbook, Hebei

Statistical Yearbook, China Energy Statistical Yearbook, China

Land and Resources Statistical Yearbook, China Statistical

Yearbook on Environment and Census Reports in past years.

When calculating the yield factor, the crop yield, area, and other

data are from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the

United Nations, and the agricultural production data of China

are from the China Rural Statistical Yearbook.

3.4.2 Regression variables
In regression analysis, the dependent variable is the EF, the

variable of interest is T, green energy technology. Reference Zhou

and Liu (2016), energy consumption per unit of GDP is used as

the T. In the production process, the progress of green energy

technology will make less energy input to obtain greater output.

Therefore, the reduction of energy consumption per unit of GDP

can be a good measure of the level of green energy technology

progress. P is population size, A is per capita GDP. According to

the related literature, the other control variables (Xk) selected in

this paper include the share of contributions of the secondary

(SS) and tertiary (TS) industry to the increase of GDP (Dai et al.,

2022; Ma et al., 2022), urbanization rate (UR, Ma et al., 2022), the

degree of dependence on foreign trade (DF, Gao and Tian, 2016)

and built-up area (BA, Li et al., 2021).

The statistical description of the variables is shown in Table 2.

GDP is expressed in 2000 prices. Here selected related data of

1990-2019 in China, Beijing, Tianjin and Hebei.

4 Result analysis

4.1 Changing trend of EF in Beijing-
Tianjin-Hebei region

According to the Eqs 1–4, the ef, ec and ed of the Beijing-

Tianjin-Hebei region and China from 1990 to 2019 are

calculated, as shown in Figures 1–3. As can be seen from

Figure 1, Beijing had the highest ef in 1990 and 1991, and

Tianjin had the highest ef from 1992 to 2013. After 2013,

Hebei surpassed Tianjin and rose to first place. By 2019, the

ef of Beijing, Tianjin and Hebei was 0.95, 2.72 and

2.86 hm2 respectively, Beijing’s ef was less than half that of

Tianjin and Hebei. During the period of investigation, the

changing trend of Tianjin and Hebei were consistent with that

of China, showing an overall upward trend and higher than the

overall level of China for a long time. On the other hand, Beijing’s

ef showed a downward trend, especially after 2005, the descent

was accelerating, rapidly widening the gap with Tianjin and

Hebei. The reason may be that Beijing, as the capital, has

gradually attached importance to the construction of

ecological civilization in recent years. To solve the air

pollution, such as haze, it has vigorously adjusted the

industrial structure and energy consumption structure, and

TABLE 1 EF accounts.

Ecologically productive land types EF accounting project

Arable land Grain, vegetable, oil, cotton, hemp, sugar, tobacco, silkworm cocoon, tea, fruit

Forest land Wood, rubber, rapeseed, dried fruit

Grassland Meat, wool, milk, eggs, honey

Water area Fish, shrimp, crab, shellfish and others

Construction land Electricity, heat

Fossil fuel land Coal, coke, crude oil, gasoline, kerosene, diesel oil, fuel oil, liquefied petroleum gas, natural gas

Source: York university ecological footprint initiative. National footprint and biocapacity accounts, 2022 edition.
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the consumption of fossil energy has been greatly reduced,

leading to the decline of the ef.

Figure 2 shows that Beijing had the lowest ec, followed by

Tianjin, both of which were lower than the national level. As a

resource-rich province, Hebei’s land area is much larger than that

of Beijing and Tianjin, so its ec is higher than that of Beijing,

Tianjin and the national level in most years. From 1990 to 2019,

Beijing’s ec showed a continuous downward trend, while Tianjin

and Hebei showed a significant upward trend after 2015.

However, overall, the ec of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region

and the whole country is generally low. In 2019, the ec of

Hebei province was only 0.91hm2, far lower than the ef,

indicating a serious ecological deficit, this can also be verified

in Figure 3.

The Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region has been in ecological

deficit from 1990 to 2019, and the ed of Hebei and Tianjin

showed an upward trend, only declining after 2015. The highest

ed in Tianjin was 2.29 hm2 in 2019, which was 5.3 times ec.

Hebei’s ed was also higher than the national level, 1.95 hm2 in

2019, which was 2.15 times ec. Although Beijing’s ed in 2019 was

much lower than the national level, at 0.85 hm2, it was 8.73 times

ec. This shows that the residents of Beijing, Tianjin, and Hebei

are consuming and demanding more resources than the

TABLE 2 The statistical description of variables.

Variable China Beijing Tianjin Hebei Unit

Mean Std. Dev Mean Std. Dev Mean Std. Dev Mean Std. Dev

EF 239,785.71 75,044.00 2,440.21 285.61 2,888.58 874.47 15,578.67 4,650.19 10,000 hm2

P 129,008.90 7,817.96 1,621.96 414.93 1,131.24 202.56 6,856.87 404.19 Ten thousand people

A 1.53 1.03 3.98 2.22 3.06 2.03 1.22 0.80 Ten thousand Yuan/person

T 1.55 0.45 1.37 1.45 1.86 1.60 2.45 1.53 Ton coal equivalent/10,000 yuan

SS 51.40 9.50 26.86 14.58 49.40 16.67 47.34 12.65 %

TS 42.14 11.12 72.85 15.12 48.75 16.89 44.84 13.37 %

UR 42.52 11.06 78.91 7.80 72.89 8.52 35.57 13.74 %

DF 41.72 10.26 134.02 44.34 79.00 30.17 12.37 2.60 %

BA 33,017.18 14,534.91 972.33 418.78 587.30 252.45 1,321.06 510.81 Square kilometer

Data source: China, Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei statistical yearbook.

FIGURE 1
Ef of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region and China from 1990 to
2019 (Unit: hm2/person).

FIGURE 2
Ec of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region and China from 1990 to
2019 (Unit: hm2/person).

FIGURE 3
Ed of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region and China from 1990 to
2019 (Unit: hm2/person).
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maximum carrying capacity they can provide, and the

sustainable development is facing severe challenges. Because

the ecological carrying capacity will not change greatly in a

short time, it needs a long period to increase the regional

carrying capacity by adjusting the ecological productive land.

Therefore, to alleviate the ecological pressure in the Beijing-

Tianjin-Hebei region, we need to start with reducing the EF,

deeply investigate the influencing factors of the EF, and take

corresponding measures to reduce the ecological deficit.

4.2 Regression results and discussion

4.2.1 Regression results
To investigate the impact of green energy technology on the

EF in China, Beijing, Tianjin, and Hebei separately, this paper

uses the STIRPAT model to estimate each region separately.

Firstly, the correlation test of the influencing factors is carried

out, and it is found that there is a significant correlation between

most factors. To overcome the influence of multicollinearity, the

PLS regression is carried out with the SIMCA software, the test

results of model cross-validation are shown in Table 3. Rx2 (cum)

and Ry2 (cum) represent the cumulative degree of PLS model to

explain x and EF, respectively. Q2 (cum) is the cumulative cross-

validation coefficient, which reflects the fitting degree between

the predicted value and the actual value. When Q2 (cum) reaches

the maximum, the estimation effect of the model is optimal.

For China, when five principal components are extracted,

the cumulative degree of PLS model to explain x and EF are

99.9 and 99.8%, respectively, and the Q2 (cum) reaches the

maximum, which is 99.6%. For Beijing, when seven principal

components are extracted, the cumulative degree of PLS

model to explain x and EF are 100 and 94.4%, respectively,

and the Q2 (cum) reaches the maximum, which is 87.0%. For

Tianjin, when five principal components are extracted, the

cumulative degree of PLS model to explain x and EF are

99.6 and 99.5%, respectively, and the Q2 (cum) reaches the

maximum, which is 99.0%. For Hebei, when six principal

components are extracted, the cumulative degree of PLS

model to explain x and EF are 99.9 and 99.8%, respectively,

and the Q2 (cum) reaches the maximum, which is 99.7%. The

results show that the three models have high accuracy and

reliability. The regression results are shown in Table 4.

In order to get more robust estimates and ensure the

reliability of the conclusions, this paper tests the robustness by

removing the control variables, changing the sample interval.

The test results show that the regression coefficients’ sign of the

variable of interest (lnT) is not changed, and the degree of

importance on EF is relatively stable, which ensures the

robustness of the estimation results.

To explore the importance of each influencing factor on the

EF, the VIP value of each variable is calculated, as shown in

Table 5 (arrange in order from large to small).

4.2.2 Discussion
As can be seen from the above regression results, the symbols

and relative importance of each influencing factors are different

in China, Beijing, Tianjin and Hebei, which is closely related to

the actual development status of each region.

As the variable of interest, energy consumption per unit of

GDP can measure the level of green energy technology, the lower

the value, the higher the level of technology. It has a positive

impact on the EF of China, Beijing, Tianjin and Hebei, and the

coefficients pass the significance test, that is, the progress of green

energy technology can significantly reduce the EF. This is

consistent with the research of Ahmad et al. (2020). In

addition, Udemba et al. (2021) shows that renewable energy

technology budgets can reduce EF in G7 countries. Aydin and

Turan. (2020) also confirms that energy intensity increases EF in

all BRICS countries except Russia. Since the energy consumption

in China and Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region is dominated by fossil

energy, the reduction of energy consumption per unit of GDP

will lead to the reduction of fossil energy consumption and the

resulting EF. From Table 5, green energy technological progress

is an important factor affecting the EF of China, Tianjin and

Hebei (VIP>1), but its importance is lower than that of the

economy and population. However, the green energy

technological progress is the least important influencing

factors of Beijing’s EF, which is due to the low energy

consumption per unit of GDP in Beijing, leaving little room

for further decline.

The coefficients of population size are positive, indicating

that the increase of population will lead to an increase of EF, such

a result is consistent with Salman et al. (2022b), which finds that

the population size in ASEAN-4 countries increase their EF.

With the growth of population, the demand for grain, meat, fish

TABLE 3 Cross-validation of PLS.

Region Number of components Rx2 (cum) Ry2 (cum) Q2 (cum)

China 5 0.999 0.998 0.996

Beijing 7 1 0.944 0.870

Tianjin 5 0.996 0.995 0.990

Hebei 6 0.999 0.998 0.997
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and so on is increasing, and at the same time, the consumption of

electricity, heat, and all kinds of energy is also increasing, which

brings the increase of environmental pressure. The Beijing-

Tianjin-Hebei region is densely populated, especially Beijing

and Tianjin, which are the main areas of population

immigration. Therefore, to alleviate the environmental

pressure in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, it is necessary to

control the growth rate of the population to a certain extent.

From Table 5, the population size is an important factor affecting

the EF of China, Tianjin and Hebei (VIP > 1), but it has a general

influence on the EF of Beijing (VIP = 0.9050).

Per capita GDP has a positive impact on the EF of China,

Tianjin and Hebei, but a negative impact on the EF of Beijing.

This may be because the level of economic development in

Tianjin, Hebei and the whole country is not yet too high, and

they will still give priority to economic development. With the

economic growth, a large number of resources are invested, the

EF keeps increasing, the turning point of the Environmental

Kuznets Curve (EKC) has not yet arrived (Du et al., 2012).

However, Beijing’s economic development level is relatively high,

and it may have passed the turning point of the EKC, that is, with

the increase in per capita GDP, environmental pressure is

gradually decreasing. From the perspective of VIP, per capita

GDP has an important impact on the EF of China, Tianjin and

Hebei, which is even higher than the impact of population, but its

impact on the EF of Beijing is not significant (VIP<0.8). This
shows that with the economic growth, Tianjin, Hebei and the

whole country will still face increasing environmental pressure in

the short term, and the corresponding measures should be taken

from other influencing factors to alleviate their environmental

pressure.

The coefficients of the share of contribution of the secondary

industry to the increase of GDP(SS) are all positive, which has a

positive impact on the EF of China and Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei

region. Since the secondary industry is mainly energy-intensive,

the increase in the SS will lead to an increase in the consumption

of electricity, heat, and fossil energy, thus increasing the EF and

reducing the capacity for sustainable development. From the

perspective of VIP, the SS has a general impact on China’s (VIP =

0.8140) and Beijing’s EF(VIP = 0.9283), while it has a weak

TABLE 4 PLS regression results of STIRPAT model.

Variables China Beijing Tianjin Hebei

Coefficients Std.error Coefficients Std.error Coefficients Std.error Coefficients Std.error

lnP 0.0376 0.0387 0.4733 0.3653 0.5338 *** 0.1824 0.0724 0.1581

lnA 0.5532*** 0.0505 −1.8787*** 0.5788 0.0985 0.0972 0.1665** 0.0784

lnT 0.4368*** 0.0560 0.9710** 0.4247 0.1997* 0.0985 0.1856** 0.0873

lnSS 0.0584*** 0.0125 0.0602 0.8792 0.0057 0.0862 0.0878 ** 0.0418

lnTS −0.0114 0.0309 0.0845 0.4744 −0.0974 0.0641 0.0045 0.0441

lnUR 0.4006*** 0.0844 2.7599 *** 0.5851 0.4175 *** 0.0708 0.2995 *** 0.0682

lnDF −0.0635*** 0.0165 0.3454 ** 0.1272 0.1715 *** 0.0538 0.0545 *** 0.0170

lnBA 0.4873*** 0.0829 0.4761 ** 0.1904 0.1413 0.1347 0.6601 *** 0.1563

***, **, and * denote statistical significance at the levels of 1, 5, and 10%, respectively.

TABLE 5 VIP of variables in China, Beijing, Tianjin and Hebei.

China Beijing Tianjin Hebei

Variable VIP value Variable VIP value Variable VIP value Variable VIP value

A 1.1271 DF 1.4988 UR 1.2229 UR 1.1589

BA 1.1211 UR 1.1510 A 1.2082 BA 1.1568

UR 1.1121 BA 0.9543 P 1.1848 A 1.1504

P 1.0906 SS 0.9283 T 1.1847 P 1.1431

T 1.0385 P 0.9050 BA 1.1541 T 1.1140

TS 1.0224 TS 0.8156 DF 0.5932 TS 0.7852

SS 0.8140 A 0.7960 TS 0.5690 SS 0.6804

DF 0.5102 T 0.7336 SS 0.4799 DF 0.6068
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impact on Tianjin and Hebei, with VIP values of 0.4799 and

0.6804, respectively. The impact of the share of contribution of

the tertiary industry to the increase of GDP (TS) on China’s and

Tianjin’s EF is negative, but the impact on Beijing and Hebei is

positive, indicating that for China and Tianjin, increasing the TS

can reduce environmental pressure to a certain extent, but not for

Beijing and Hebei. The VIP values of the TS in Beijing, Tianjin

and Hebei are relatively low, indicating that its impact on the EF

is weak. For China, the VIP values of the TS is greater than 1, but

it is low relative to the other factors. Combined with the VIP

values of SS and TS, the adjustment of industrial structure has

little effect on solving the environmental pressure of China and

Beijing-Tianjin- Hebei region.

The urbanization rate has a positive impact on the EF of

China and Beijing-Tianjin- Hebei region, this is consistent with

the research results of Danish and Wang. (2019). On the one

hand, the lifestyle and consumption level of the urban residents

are different from those of rural residents, and their demand for

meat, eggs, milk, fruits and so on is significantly higher than that

of rural residents. Therefore, the increase in urban population

will increase the EF related to arable land and grassland, and so

on. On the other hand, in the process of urbanization, the

continuous influx of rural population into cities will increase

the demand for infrastructures such as housing and

transportation, thus increasing the EF related to construction

land and fossil energy land. Further from Table 5, it can be seen

that urbanization rate is the most important influencing factors

of Tianjin and Hebei’s EF, is the second and third important

factor effecting the EF of Beijing and China. For Hebei, the

urbanization rate was only 58.74% in 2019, which is relatively

low. For some time to come, with the advance of urbanization,

environmental pressure will be further aggravated. In 2019, the

urbanization rate of Beijing and Tianjin both exceeded 85%,

basically completing the urbanization process, and the increase of

ecological pressure brought by urbanization in the future is

limited.

The degree of dependence on foreign trade has a positive

impact on the EF of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, which is

also confirmed by Gao and Tian. (2016). The increase in import

and export trade leads directly to the increase in the consumption

of various resources, and then aggravates the pressure on the

ecological environment. For China, the degree of dependence on

foreign trade has a negative impact on the EF, but the impact is

not least important (VIP = 0.5102). The degree of dependence on

foreign trade is the most important influencing factors of

Beijing’s EF(VIP = 1.50), which is much higher than other

influencing factors. This is mainly due to the fact that

Beijing’s degree of dependence on foreign trade showed a

downward-upward-downward trend from 1990 to 2019, which

is similar to the trend of its EF. But the impact of degree of

dependence on foreign trade on the EF of Tianjin and Hebei is

not important. However, with the decline of the degree of

dependence on foreign trade in Tianjin and Hebei in recent

years, their ecological pressure can also be eased to a certain

extent.

The built-up area has a positive impact on EF, which is

consistent with the research results of Li et al. (2021). Built-up

area refers to the area within an urban administrative region that

has actually been developed and constructed as a whole, and

municipal and public facilities are basically available. The larger

the built-up area, the larger the EF related to the construction

land. As can be seen from Table 5, the built-up area is the second

most important factor influencing the EF of China and Hebei and

the fifth most important factor of Tianjin, but its impact on the

EF of Beijing is general (VIP is 0.95). For Hebei, with the

advancement of urbanization, the built-up area will further

increase, which will increase the pressure on its ecological

environment.

5 Conclusions, policy
recommendations, limitations and
future direction

5.1 Conclusions

This paper first calculates the ef, ec and ed of China and

Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region from 1990 to 2019, and then uses

the extended STIRPAT model and PLS regression to explore the

impact of green energy technology on the sustainable

development. The findings are as follows:

1) From 1990 to 2019, Beijing’s ef showed an obvious downward

trend, which was far lower than that of Tianjin and Hebei by

2019. The ef of Tianjin and Hebei showed an upward trend

during the investigation period and was higher than the

overall level of China for a long time. Hebei Province has

the highest ec, followed by Tianjin, and Beijing is the lowest.

Moreover, Beijing’s ec shows a continuous downward trend,

while Tianjin and Hebei show an obvious upward trend after

2015. Overall, the ec of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region is

low, far lower than the ef, resulting in the region’s ecological

deficit from 1990 to 2019 and severe challenges to sustainable

development. Therefore, it is urgent to take measures to

reduce the EF of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region to

relieve its ecological pressure.

2) The progress of green energy technology can significantly

reduce the EF of China and Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region. The

importance of each influencing factors to the EF of China is as

follows: per capita GDP > built-up area > urbanization rate >
population size > energy consumption per unit of GDP > the

share of contribution of the tertiary industry to the increase of

GDP > the share of contribution of the secondary industry to

the increase of GDP > The degree of dependence on foreign

trade. The importance of each influencing factors to the EF of

Beijing is as follows: The degree of dependence on foreign
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trade > urbanization rate > built-up area > the share of

contribution of the secondary industry to the increase of

GDP > population size > the share of contribution of the

tertiary industry to the increase of GDP > per capita GDP >
energy consumption per unit of GDP. Among them, per

capita GDP has a negative impact on Beijing’s EF, while

others have a positive impact. The importance of each

influencing factors to the EF of Tianjin is as follows:

Urbanization rate > per capita GDP > population size >
energy consumption per unit of GDP > built-up area > the

degree of dependence on foreign trade > the share of

contribution of the tertiary industry to the increase of

GDP > the share of contribution of the secondary industry

to the increase of GDP. Among them, the share of

contribution of the tertiary industry to the increase of

GDP has a negative impact on Tianjin’s EF, while the rest

have a positive impact. The importance of each influencing

factors to the EF of Hebei is as follows: Urbanization rate >
built-up area > per capita GDP > population size > energy

consumption per unit of GDP > the share of contribution of

the tertiary industry to the increase of GDP > the share of

contribution of the secondary industry to the increase of

GDP > the degree of dependence on foreign trade. All the

influencing factors have a positive impact on the EF of Hebei.

5.2 Policy recommendations

In order to alleviate the ecological pressure and improve the

environmental sustainability in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region,

efforts in many aspects are needed:

1) Improving green energy technology. Green energy technology

is an important factor in reducing the EF of Tianjin and

Hebei. Therefore, accelerating the reduction of energy

consumption per unit of GDP and promoting the efficient

use of resources can effectively reduce the ecological deficit.

The government should encourage enterprises to eliminate

backward production capacity as soon as possible, introduce

advanced technology and production concepts, abandon

backward production methods, and provide financial

subsidies for the application of new processes and

equipment. Governments and enterprises should increase

investment in the development of green energy and

accelerate R&D in the use of technologies such as nuclear

and solar energy. Encourage innovative solutions based on

information and communication technologies and renewable

energy technologies, and strengthen regulation of the green

economy. More precise, for Tianjin and Hebei, where the

ecological deficit is relatively high, the government should

allocate large amounts of money to research environmentally

friendly technologies and promote sustainable development

by reducing traditional fossil fuel consumption. In addition,

since the secondary industry is a energy intensive industry,

reducing the proportion of secondary industry and vigorously

developing the tertiary industry can also reduce energy

consumption per unit of GDP. Therefore, the Beijing-

Tianjin-Hebei region should speed up the pace of

industrial structure adjustment in order to effectively

alleviate its ecological pressure.

2) Develop a compact ecological city. In the process of urban

development, attention should be paid to functional zoning

and scientific planning to avoid the waste of resources caused

by urban sprawl and disorderly suburban development. To be

more precise, Beijing and Tianjin should develop their land

rationally, not expand out indefinitely, reduce investment in

municipal infrastructure and protect arable land. Encourage

people to live closer to the workplace and service facilities

necessary for daily life, reduce the energy consumption

caused by motor vehicle travel and promote the sustainable

development of the city. Accelerate the construction of green

buildings and energy-saving renovation of existing buildings to

reduce the EF of construction land. First, build a number of

demonstration high-star green buildings in cities, green

ecological communities, and then extended to rural buildings

in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region. At the same time, it is necessary

to properly control the increase in the population size.

3) Change consumption patterns. Although urbanization is an

important influencing factors of the EF of the Beijing-Tianjin-

Hebei region, we cannot reduce the EF by controlling the

urbanization process, but should encourage urban residents to

consume green products, and consume in moderation to reduce

waste. The government should strengthen publicity and guidance,

through various media publicity in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region

to enhance people’s awareness of green consumption, develop

green consumption guidelines and government green

procurement policies and regulations, and guide consumers to

buy green products such as new energy vehicle with

environmental protection logo through fiscal and tax incentives

or purchase subsidies. Ecological concept should be taken into

consideration in urban planning and new park construction,

urban public transport network should be developed

vigorously, and residents should be encouraged to go green,

especially in the densely populated cities like Beijing and Tianjin.

5.3 Limitations and future direction

However, it should be noted that our study may have several

limitations. For one thing, we mainly choose the Beijing-Tianjin-

Hebei region as an example to discuss the impact of green energy

technologies on sustainable development, which may not fully

reflect the situation in other regions of China. Future research

should be carried out in other regions, and compared with the

Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region. For another, limited by the

availability of data, the time span is relatively short (1990-
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2019), the model may not be able to reflect the characteristics of long-

termchanges. Therefore, the time spanof investigationperiod should be

extended in the future research. Moreover, the selection of control

variables may not be comprehensive, there may be some missing

information, future direction should increase the number of

influencing factors of EF to obtain more perfect information.
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